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Anne Holt

Sudden Death

Mildly impressed, the cardiologist Sara Zuckerman endures her first live soccer game.
It’s the game of games – the Champions League final, in which Bayern München and
Borussia Dortmund is vying for the title at Wembley Stadium. But when the referee
calls a penalty, Sara is the only one who notices a player lying lifeless on the field. Her
quick intervention is viewed by 600 million fans around the world, and the player
survives.

Sara’s newfound fame attracts the attention of Najib Aysha, a finance mogul who owns
the Premiere League team Notting Hill. Having pulled the team out of the lower
divisions and into the sport’s finest league, Aysha is now admired by everyone, feared
by some, and loved by few people other than himself. Sara and Aysha’s meeting at
Wembley will turn out to be pivotal. For both of them.

Sudden Death is a new heart-stopping thriller about cardiologist Sara Zuckerman. In
the world of professional soccer, where money is power and players are mere chess
pieces for the owners, Sara finds herself dragged into a struggle against both visible and
invisible adversaries – a game where it becomes more and more difficult to spot the
players.

Sudden Death is the second book about Sara Zuckerman. The first book, Flimmer, was
published in 2010.

Holt scores a goal with a crime novel about football ... The story takes
place in well-known environments, such as Oslo and London. And the
Premier League, the high games, the big scams, the doping is all
something we recognize by now ... It's a goal.
- Hamar Arbeiderblad, Norway

The combination of Even Holt's knowledges as a cardiac surgeon and
Anne Holt's pen, makes the reading experience different from what
you're used to with crime literature.
- Trønder-Avisa, Norway
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Anne Holt

Anne Holt (b. 1958) is one of Scandinavia’s most successful
crime writers with 7 million copies sold around the world.
Holt is a former Minister of Justice, Police Attorney, lawyer
running her own firm, journalist, and TV news editor and
anchor. Her novels are intelligent, accessible and
suspenseful, with engaging and intriguing protagonists.
Tight-knit crime plots are paired with a focus on relational
drama. Anne Holt is the author of two extremely successful
crime series: the Inger Johanne Vik series (five installments)
and the Hanne Wilhelmsen series (nine installments to date).
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Anne Holt

Arrhythmia

An Implantable Cardiac Defibrillator - or ICD - is a sophisticated pacemaker device
designed to save lives. ICDs are implanted into millions of patients all over the world
every year. In the spring of 2010, two heart patients at a hospital in Norway are killed
by the very ICD implants that were supposed to save their lives. Dr. Sara Zuckerman,
chief cardiologist at Bærum Hospital, is the first to suspect that something is terribly
wrong with the worlds most widely used ICD implant. Dr. Zuckerman and her
colleague, Dr. Ola Farmer, discover that a computer virus that causes lethal fibrillation
has infected the ICD devices. Someone, somewhere has programmed the market’s
leading ICD device to take lives – and the virus is spreading…

Anne Holt & Even Holt have created a powerful and riveting combination of the
Scandinavian crime novel and the forensic thriller at its best. Arrhythmia is the first
book in their new series featuring the tough Dr. Sara Zuckerman.

The book is well written, with an incredibly suspenseful plot drive.
- Kulturdelen, Sweden

[Anne Holt and Even Holt] have come up with a well-written and
suspenseful forensic thriller… But Anne Holt soon ambitiously
transforms the story into an international crime novel where the pages
turns themselves.
- Moss Avis, Norway

Anne Holt

Anne Holt (b. 1958) is one of Scandinavia’s most successful
crime writers with 7 million copies sold around the world.
Holt is a former Minister of Justice, Police Attorney, lawyer
running her own firm, journalist, and TV news editor and
anchor. Her novels are intelligent, accessible and
suspenseful, with engaging and intriguing protagonists.
Tight-knit crime plots are paired with a focus on relational
drama. Anne Holt is the author of two extremely successful
crime series: the Inger Johanne Vik series (five installments)
and the Hanne Wilhelmsen series (nine installments to date).
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